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Black hole types

• Black holes with stellar masses 10  -- 102 MSun

• Massive black holes   102  -- 105 MSun 

• Supermassive black holes 105 – 1010 Msun   





Great success of relativistic 
astrophysics

Three Nobel prizes in last five years (2017, 2019, 
2020)

LIGO-Virgo: BBHs, BNS (kilonova) GW 170817;
GRAVITY, Keck and new tests of GR (gravitational 

redshift for S2 near its periapsis passage) 
The confirmation of relativistic precession for S2 

(GRAVITY)
Shadow reconstructions in M87* and Sgr A*









Massive graviton theories
• M. Fierz and W.Pauli-1939
• Zakharov; Veltman, van Dam – 1970
• Vainshtein - 1972
• Boulware, Deser -- 1972
• Logunov, Mestvirishvili, Gershtein et al. (RTG)
• Visser – 1998 (review on such theories)
• Rubakov,  Tinyakov – 2008
• de Rham et al.—2011 -- 2016





Constraints on graviton mass from S2 
trajectory

• AFZ,  D. Borka, P. Jovanovic, V. Borka Jovanovic gr-
qc:  1605.00913v;    JCAP (2016) :

• λg > 2900 AU = 4.3 x 1011 km with P=0.9  or

• mg < 2.9 x 10-21 eV =5.17 x 10-54 g

• Hees et al. PRL (2017) slightly improved our 
estimates with their new data mg < 1.6 x 10-21 eV
(see discussion below)







Shadow reconstructions for M87* 
and Sgr A* are based on three 
pillars: Synchrotron radiation,  
VLBI concept, GR in a strong 

gravitational field 



Synchrotron radiation George A. 
Schott)





I. Pomeranchuk, The maximum energy that primary cosmic ray electrons can have on the Earth's surface due to 
radiation in the Earth's magnetic field, J. Phys.  USSR,  2, 356 (1940)

D. Ivanenko and I. Pomeranchuk, On the Maximal Energy Attainable in a Betatron, Phys. Rev. 65, 343 (1944)
L.A. Artsimovich and I. Pomeranchuk, The maximum energy that primary cosmic ray electrons can have on the Earth's 

surface due to radiation in the Earth's magnetic field, J. Phys.  USSR,  2,  267 (1945)

Elder, F. R., Gurewitsch, A. M., Langmuir, R. V., & Pollock, H. C. Radiation from Electrons in a Synchrotron. Physical 
Review, 71(11), 829 (1947)

In 1950 D. Ivanenko, A. A. Sokolov and I. Pomeranchuk were awarded the State prize of the second grade for works on 
synchrotron radiation, presented in book “Classical Field Theory”  



Synchrotron radiation plays a key role in many astrophysical 
objects (including BH’s and pulsars (Crab Nebula)) . In 1946 they 
predicted emission in radio band from solar corona. In May 1947 

they participated in Brazil expedition  



The Soviet expedition in Brazil for solar eclipse observations in 
20 May 1947 where S. E. Khaikin and B. M. Chikhachev 

discovered radio   emission from solar corona during the solar 
eclipse aboard the “Griboedov” ship



The idea of VLBI observation was introduced by L.  I. 
Matveenko (1929—2019) in 1960s and it was realized in Soviet –
US joint radio observations  in 1970s. Matveenko proposed also a 
project of a ground – space interferometer. This idea was realized 
later by Japanese (HALCA, VSOP, 1997) and Russian 
Astronomers (Radioastron, 2011) . 



EHT shadow reconstruction for M87* 
and Sgr A* observed in April 2017





https://www.gazeta.ru/science/news/2022/06/15/17937578.shtml

• 15 июня 2022, 16:03 

• Сбылось предсказание российского ученого о загадочной тени 

• Борис Ганьжин

•
• Первое изображение сверхмассивной черной дыры в центре 

Млечного Пути, о получении которого в мае 2022 года сообщила
коллаборация Телескопа горизонта событий Event Horizon Telescope, 
послужило подтверждением предсказания ведущего научного 
сотрудника лаборатории физики плазмы и астрофизики ККТЭФ НИЦ 
«Курчатовский институт» Александра Захарова и его итальянских 
коллег, сделанного в 2005 году. Об этом «Газете.Ru» сообщили в НИЦ 
«Курчатовский институт».



For about 20 years we declared black 
holes (for theorists)  are dark spots 

(shadows) for observers







Our proposal
In 2004-2005 we proposed a way to test GR predictions with 

Radioastron:
Since angular resolution of Radioastron at 1.3 cm is around 8 uas
and the size of darkness (shadow) could help us to evaluate a 
charge, while shape could help us to evaluate a spin (good!)
The shortest wavelength is 1.3 cm (it is too long to detect 
shadow)  (not good for Radioastron!)
So, we propose to test GR predictions about shape and size of BH 
images with observations.  Astronomy is dealing with images. 
Therefore, establishing the correspondence of theoretical image 
and reconstructed image using observational data is an aim for 
further observations.



AFZ et al., NA (2005): “In our old paper 
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/.../2005NewA...10.../abstract
we wrote at the end "In spite of the difficulties of measuring the shapes of images 
near black holes is so attractive challenge to look at the ‘‘faces’’ of black holes 
because namely the mirages outline the ‘‘faces’’ and
correspond to fully general relativistic description of a region near black hole 
horizon without any assumption about a specific model for astrophysical processes 
around black holes (of course we assume that there are sources illuminating black 
hole surroundings). No doubt that the rapid growth of observational facilities will 
give a chance to measure the mirage shapes using not only RADIOASTRON 
facilities but  using also other instruments and spectral bands (for example, X-ray 
interferometer MAXIM (White, 2000; Cash et al., 2000) or sub-mm VLBI array 
(Miyoshi, 2004)). Astro Space Centre of Lebedev Physics Institute proposed 
except the RADIOASTRON mission and developed also space based 
interferometers (Millimetron and Sub-millimetron) for future observations in mm 
and sub-mm bands. These instruments could be used for the determination of 
shadow shapes."



Measuring the black hole parameters in the 
Galactic Center with Radioastron

• Let us consider an illumination of black holes. 
Then retro-photons  form caustics around 
black holes or mirages around black holes or 
boundaries around shadows.

• (Zakharov, Nucita, DePaolis, Ingrosso,

• New Astronomy 10 (2005) 479; astro-
ph/0411511)



















James Maxwell Bardeen passed 
away on June 20, 2022



John Bardeen  (1908 -1991), the father of J. M. Bardeen. 
E. Wigner was  J. Bardeen’ supervisor











Figure 2. The Event Horizon Telescope is a global array of millimeter telescopes (see http://eventhorizontelescope.org/array) that aims to take the first pictures of black holes. (Courtesy of Dan 
Marrone/University of Arizona.)
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EHT team: “Similarly, for the EHT, the data we take only tells us only a piece of the story, as there 
are an infinite number of possible images that are perfectly consistent with the data we measure. 

But not all images are created equal— some look more like what we think of as images than 
others. To chose the best image, we essentially take all of the infinite images that explain our 
telescope measurements, and rank them by how reasonable they look. We then choose the 

image (or set of images) that looks most reasonable. “









Zakharov, Universe, 2022; arxiv:2108.01533; charge constraint 
on M87* (for Sgr A* D=51.8±2.3 uas, 12.05.2022). For M87 

D=D_Sch (1±0.17)



Sgr A* shadow discovery by EHT (reported 
on May 12, 2022)

Press Conferences around the world (Video 
Recordings): 

Garching, Germany - European Southern Observatory
Madrid, Spain - Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas

México D.F., Mexico - Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y 
Tecnología

Rome, Italy - Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica
Santiago de Chile - ALMA Observatory

Washington D.C., USA - National Science Foundation
Tokyo, Japan - National Astronomical Observatory of Japan



For Sgr A* D=51.8±2.3 uas, (EHT 
collaboration, 12.05.2022)



A. F. Zakharov, Physics of Particle and Nuclei Lett. (2023) 









The Event Horizon Telescope 
Picture





Conclusion

The shadow concept has been transformed from a 
purely theoretical  category  into an observable quantity 
which may be reconstructed from astronomical 
observations.   
Therefore, VLBI observations and image 
reconstructions for M87* and Sgr A* are in a 
remarkable agreement with an existence of 
supermassive black holes in centers of these galaxies.



Thanks for your kind attention!  










